The Alphabet Song – Key Signs with Song Lyrics


Now I know my A, B, C.

Next time won't you sing with me.
Alphabet Song - Key Signs

For the signs A-Z please see the Alphabet Song Key Sign with Song Lyrics sheet.

NOW -
Blend dominant hand at third knuckles. Place tips of this formation into non-dominant palm, then turn both formations up, while moving away from each other.

KNOW -
Tap tip of dominant thumb, fingers closed, on side of forehead, twice.

MY/ME - Use Natural gesture e.g. Point to self

‘ABC’ -
Finger spell A, B, C.

TIME -
Extend thumb and index finger of dominant hand. Place thumb in palm of non-dominant hand and swirl formation to palm down.

TO SING -
Move tips of extended dominant index and middle fingers upwards from corner of mouth in two shallow arcs.
Instructions: Point to the pictures of 'key words' at the same time as singing the song. Have fun!